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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

• Union expansion

Budget totals
$6 million

Blazing Many Trails

• Police

Victim identifies assailant
people on foot throw things at
it, causing roughly $200 damage to the vehicle. Police
A summons was issued on scoured the wooded area around
Tuesday in connection with last the road and are interviewing
week's assault ofa campus wom- people who were in the area at
en as she was walking to Aroos- the time.
•On Friday, also at 1:24 a.m., a
took Hall.
John N. Cook,40, of Orono man urinated on the door of a Pehas been charged with assault. nobscot Hall room. The incident is
Public Safety Lt. Alan Stor- still under investigation.
• On Tuesday, Oct. 14 at 11:12
mann said the victim was instrumental in helping to iden- a.m., damage to the call box on the
bike path was reported.
tify Cook.
*Five people were summoned
"I'm elated about it," Stor-.
mann said. "Anytime you can for traffic violations this week.
make an unknown a known and Brett A. Chambers, 21, and
you don't have someone lurking Michael Waterhouse, 21, were
out there you don't know about, summoned for failure to yield
at a stop sign. William E. Thoits good."
Cook's court date is set for mas II, 24, was summoned for
operating a vehicle with an inNov. 14.
complete/leaking
exhaust sysIn other police business:
tem
and
unnecessary
breaking/
•On Thursday, Oct.9 at 10:05
acceleration
noise.
Robert
p.m., hair cutting supplies were
Yerxa,
24,
waas
summoned
for
stolen from a car in a parking lot
a
vehicle
the
wrong
way
down
a
near Alfond Arena.
one-way
road
and
failure
to
pro•On Friday, Oct. 10 at 1:24
a.m., a vehicle driving on the
See POLICE on page 3
Rangeley Road on campus had
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff

By Brad Morin
Maine Campus staff
Most of the features recommended by the Memorial Union
Expansion/Renovation committee can be included in the
new building.
"We have enough money to
build about 62,000 new square
feet," David Wilson, system
architect for the committee,
said yesterday.
There is $5.6 million budgeted for new construction and
$1 million budgeted for renovation. Wilson said that the size
of the new union will almost
double, with the exception of
Hauck Auditorium and the
bookstore. The current size of
the union, minus those two areas, is around 63,500 square
feet.
"We're not that far off,"
Wilson said.
The committee met yesterday to begin revising their draft
of a conceptual plan and for
the subcommittees to begin
making their reports.
Committee
chairman
Dwight Rideout was pleased
by Wilson's report.
"What we're asking for
looks to be do-able," Rideout
said.
Dan Sturrup, chairman of
the food services subcommitee, emphasized the campus
dining service's need for space.
"I currently do close to
1,500 customers an hour during peak hours," Sturrup said.
The conceptual plan calls
for a food convenience store,
coffee shop, pub/performance
area, a market place food court
and seating areas.
A draft of the committee's
conceptual plan is available to
students on FirstClass. Students can also look at the copies located at the Information
Desk, the Student Government
Office, Rideout's office and at
the office of the Association of
Graduate Students.
Rideout hopes that many
students will attend the open
forum being held on Wednesday, Oct. 22, at 4 p.m. in the
Damn Yankee.
"I hope they'll come and be
enthusiastic about what they
see," said Rideout. "They can
give us feedback on what can
be enhanced."
Wilson said that a final report will be available soon.
"We'll assemble a final draft
at the end of the month and
then present it," said Wilson.
"We'll hire an architect sometime in early November."
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Rusty Brann helps to maintain and expand the trails in
the University Forest.(Eric Weisz photo.)

• Homecoming

Candidates redefine roles of king and queen
By Hollie Gowen
Maine Campus staff
The ballots have been cast and
the tradition of crowning a home
coming king and queen will continue tomorrow,before a pre-game
football crowd.
Nancy Dysart, the adviser for
All-Maine Women,said this year's
six candidates were judged on academics,leadership, commitment
to the university, community service and involvement in extra-curricular activities.
"We're looking for a rolemodel...someone who is making
the campus a better place," said
Dysart.
This contest is co-sponsored
by All-Maine Women and Senior
Skulls. Tricia Cosgrove, Jennifer
Moffitt and Caroline Sheffield
were nominated for homecoming
queen, while Matthew Lord,
Joshua Mathews and Anthony
Tomah were nominated for homecoming king.
Nominations were made by
fellow students, and voting took
place last Tuesday and Wednesday. Around 400students cast ballots, according to Dysart,the candidates had their own ideas about
what qualities would make a good
homecoming king.
"The qualities I think the king
should have are those ofa leader to
the public...be a good example and
role model, be well liked or popular, have a positive attitude about

competition and everything else
for that matter, be academically
sound, and have a little class and
self respect," said Tomah.
"I always pictured the homecoming king to be a super athlete
or the captain of the football team,
not just a normal guy like me.
People should look for someone
who is well rounded, works well
with a wide range of people and
has a variety of interests," said
Mathews.
For a queen, "I think people
should look for someone who represents the student body in a positive manner," said Moffitt
This year's candidates are involved in numerous activities. All
maintain good grades. Some are

involved in the Greek system, intramural sports, student government, clubs and various volunteer
activities.
Roger Draheim, a member of
Senior Skulls, said the sponsors
have tried to steer the event away
from being a popularity contest by
providing candidates' credentials
on the ballot.Pictures ofthe candidates were displayed at the voting
areas, too.
Cosgrove said that people
would still be more inclined to
vote for friends or acquaintances
or whomever they thought was
best looking.
The duties and responsibilities
the
of homecoming king and queen
are areas of confusion even for

those involved.
Draheim said he was uncertain
about what exactly is involved,
but that the position was"more of
an honor than an obligation."
Once chosen, the king and
queen are to act as official ambassadors to alumni. They will greet
and welcome them back to camSee HOMECOMING on
page 5

INSIDE
• Local
Public relations council seeks
members.

page 3
• Editorial
Maine voters can end discrimination against mentally ill
page 7
Nov. 4.

• Style
Book gives new meaning to
staring.

page 10

• Sports
The final show at Alumni
Field.

page 13

WEATHER
Cloudy and high
in the 60s.
1997 Homecoming king candidates(left to right): Matthew Lord,
'00; Joshua Matthews,'98; Anthony Tomah,'98.(Courtesy photo.)
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• Public statement

• Remembered

Town mourns accident victims Muslim extremist admits to crime
ST-BERNARD, Quebec (AP) — Farming families and politicians, including
Canada's prime minister,grieved togetherThursday at a memorial Massfor42senior
citizens killed when their bus plunged into a ravine.
As the Rev. Marc-Andre Lachance slowly read the names of the victims of
Monday's crash, his voice sometimes breaking with emotion, a mourner lit a candle and
placed a red rose near the altar. Dozens of burning candles and roses soon filled the area.
The accident, which killed the driver as well as the 42 Golden Age Club members, was
the worst bus crash ever in Canada. Five members of the tour group survived and are in
serious but stable condition at a hospital in Quebec City, about 20 miles from the site of the
accident.
"Despite the pain that I have in my heart,I have a lot ofadmiration for them," Lachance
said ofthe victims."Isaw the faith ofthose people who are gone ... their zeal,their courage,
their acts of charity."
Almost everyone in St-Bernard,a town of2,100,lost a relative, neighbor or close friend
in the crash. One resident, Raymond Breton, said 12 of his relatives had died — a sister, a
brother-in-law, four cousins, four second cousins, an uncle and an aunt.
"We're all related here," he said. "It's hell."

1

CAIRO,Egypt(AP)— A former mental patient,on trial for killing nine German
tourists, said today he intended to attack Jews and was ready to "kill even 100, or
even 200" of them.
Speaking to reporters from a steel cage, Saber Abu el-Ulla said he was trying to
avenge a cartoon depicting the Prophet Mohammed as a pig that an Israeli Jewish extremist
distributed in the West Bank city of Hebron last summer. The drawing created a furor
throughout the Muslim world.
"I wish I could have gotten to her," Abu el-Ulla said of the extremist before today's
hearing began. The comments were his first public admission of guilt.
Abu el-Ulla and his brother, Mahmoud,are charged with premeditated murder in the
shooting and firebombing of a tourist bus Sept. 18 outside Cairo's Egyptian Museum,
location of some of the world's greatest Pharaonic treasures.
The government insists the attack was not linked to Islamic extremists, who have been
waging an insurgency since 1992to topple President Hosni Mubarak's secular government
and replace it with strict religious rule.
The prosecution says the two brothers acted alone. Seven men who helped them obtain
arms and ammunition have been named as co-defendants.
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• Espionage

Iranian officials charge
U.S. Navy with spying
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran accused a U.S.
destroyer and a reconnaissance plane today ofspying
on Iranian military maneuvers in the Persian Gulf
and warned them to leave the area.
The USS Kincaide and an S-3 reconnaissance plane
withdrew from the vicinity of the war games after the
warnings, senior Iranian naval officers said, speaking on
condition anonymity.
A spokesman for the U.S. Navy's 5th Fleet, which is
headquartered in Bahrain, said he was not aware of the
incident.
The Kincaide is a member ofthe seven-ship battle group
that arrived in the Gulf on Sunday. The S-3 is one of 75
aircraft operating from the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz,
which is heading the battle group.
Tensions in the region have been high since Tehran's
Sept.29 air raids against two Iranian opposition bases inside
Iraq. The raids violated a "no-fly" zone patrolled by the
United States and its allies. Iraq scrambled two fighters to
pursue the Iranian warplanes, further violating the zone.
In response, Washington ordered the Nimitz to skip a
port call in Singapore and speed to the region two weeks
ahead of schedule.
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• Bigotry

Malaysian prime minister
makes publicly racist claim
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia(AP)— Malaysia's prime minister chose Yom Kippur,the holiest
day of the Jewish calendar, to wonder out loud
whether Jews were behind the faltering economy in his
mostly Muslim nation.
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad is now being labeled a "classic anti-Semite" by one of the most prestigious Jewish groups in the world, and regional newspapers are calling him a racist who has "outlived his usefulness."
Mahathir is credited with turning this small Southeast
Asian nation from a tin- and rubber-producing backwater
into one of the region's economic tigers since he came to
power in 1981. The annual economic growth rate has
reached 8 percent for the last decade and living standards
among Malaysians have improved dramatically.
But since a currency crisis struck the region in midJuly, Malaysia's ringgit has depreciated by 20-30 percent
and the stock market has dropped to all-time lows.
Many financial analysts have blamed investor queasiness on Mahathir's seemingly racially charged attacks
against foreign currency speculators. He has called them
"criminals" and "rogues" who should be banned from
business.His favorite target has been U.S.financier George
Soros, who he has noted is Jewish.
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Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Partly sunny.
around 60.

Highs

Saturday's Outlook
Variable clouds with a
chance of showers. Highs
55 to 60.

Extended Forecast
Sunday... Fair.
Monday...Chance offlurries
north and mountains...And
fair south. Tuesday...Fair.
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• Academics

Public Relations Council lobbies for minor status
By Jodi Sokolowski
Maine Campus staff
The newly formed Public Relations
Council plans to provide services and support for on and off-campus student groups
and the university community, while drumming up support for a public relations minor.
"We just want to start the group and see
what we can do," said Darby Labbe, cochairwoman.
A wide variety ofservices can be provided to organizations through the council such
as: press releases, brochures,flyers,posters,
publicity, fundrasing, speech writing, research through questionnaires and surveys,
issues and crisis management and community relations.
With the creation of the council,officers
are hoping for an increase in public relation
awareness on campus. Not many students
know that a Public Relations concentration
is available to them at the University of
Maine. The council is promoting the concentration with the intention of making it a

minor, according to co-chairman Mark will come from cliMcCafferty. A concentraion does not go on ents; the council will
charge a fee to cover
a degree but it is beneficial on a resume.
Currently,the concentration is not under costs of labor and
any specific college. Classes are offered in a printing.
variety ofdepartments such as English,mass
The council is
communication and journalism and busi- working on creating
ness. The council plans to make it a minor a logo and brochure
within two years. There is a question on to promote their serwhich college the minor should be placed, vices. A folder on
FirstClass will be
McCafferty said.
"We're going to promote it to the com- available soon for dismunication department," McCafferty said. cussions,minutes and
The council was created as an opportuni- information. A web
ty to make it a national chapter atthe Univer- site is also planned
sity of Maine. By being known nationally, for the future.
the chapter will be able to network for jobs
The council also
plans to invite proand internships throughout the country.
The council was officially recognized, fessionals to speak at
without a budget, as a new organization their meetings, give
by student government last spring. For the members the opporcouncil to obtain a budget from student tunity to attend lecgovernment, it must be in existence for tures and workshops
one year after the initial recognization. In and assist members
the meantime,fundraising will be the pri- in writing public re- Mark McCafferty (co-chair) and Amy Greer (secretary)of
mary source of funds. Additional revenue lation materials.
the new Public Relations Council. (Eric Weisz photo.)

Police

from page 1

duce evidence of insurance. Robert
Blethen, 20, was summoned for operating
a motorcycle without a license.
• Several bike tire thefts were also reported this week. All of the bikes were in
racks.
Public Safety Tip of the Week:

Sixty-five percent oftraffic accidents involving 20 to 24 year-olds involve alcohol,
according to the National Commission
Against Drunk Drivers. In light of all the
Homecoming parties taking place this weekend,please don'tdrink and drive and remember to designate a driver.

o P e n You may learn something aboutyourself
your mind

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Make (1
contribution to
life after death.

WASTED
YOUTH.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MENU:1)MM,PROCRANT,

ENEVEMEIEM

MI

-

thrt
A P.1011C
your Stifle Vortp>tei

61 4 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
(between McDonald's and Doug's) 827-1976

The Maine Campus

SKEETElipS

Redemption Center
Let us handle your empties

Marlit's Music

Specializing in used guitars, amps, PA systems,
We Buy•Sell•Trade•Consign
drums, Plus a large selection of new & used
Super Sunday Sale
accessories. Financing available.
efiudtar
Oct. 19 p.m.to 7p.m.
Call or stop by
pi off in stock Cerwin
linic
203
Penobscot Sq.,
115-70 Vege speakers
At 7 p.m.
Brewer(Just off the new bridge)
noi_ off in stock Rocktron with Bill Pierce, his
4u iu signal processing,
Tel:(207)-989-6658
students and Cobalt
Fax:(207)-989-0655
statewide One
Blue!
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 10-6
dessi
Sat. 10-5
day --- • .4„,005'

American
Heart
Association

Hours: Tue.-Fri.:8:30-5:30
Sat-Sun: 8:30-4:30 Closed: Mon.

of Groceries at
Doug's Shop 'n Save on Oct. 15th.

*Register to win $100 worth
This space provided as a pubhc setvIce

735 Main Street
Bangor, ME
(207)941-9888
Our Dining Rooms Are Smoke Free!

Grand Prize
Shopping Spree
Provided by:

bangor mall

Euetg
Saiwulag kw*
Oci.4-14ou.22
oLq(Ute

OPEN 7 DAYS
Lunch & Dinner
NOW SERVING LUNCH
Everyday Including
Saturday & Sunday

If you're out an about
on Saturday or after
Church on Sunday--stop
by City Limits for a
delightful lunch!

Gift Certificates
Make Great Gifts!

Hurry...reserve your private
room for holiday parties now.

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11-9, Fri. & Sat. 11-10.
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• Recreation

Bikers,joggers, equestrians enjoy University Forest trails
By Stan Dan koski
Special to the Campus
There are 15 kilometers of ski and bike
trails throughout the University Forest that
are used by outdoor enthusiasts, yet many
students may be unaware of their existence.
There are many organizations on campus and throughout the Orono and Old
Town areas who use the trails for a variety of activities.
Charles Simpson, Woodlands Manager
at the University of Maine, oversees the

grooming ofthe ski trails. Simpson said that sentatives from all user groups and see what
the use of the trails has increased. The they need and how they need it. It won't be
Athletic and Recreational Sports Depart- every week, but a couple times a year."
ments, as well as various Orono and Old
The trails are quite impressive in length,and
Town organizations, use the trails for walk- many groups use the trails at the same time.
ing, jogging, mountain biking and skiing.
"We expanded the trails for the last couDon't be surprised if you encounter a horse ple of years," said Simpson,"and we're still
on the ski trails, as the Equestrian Club will working on connecting existing trails."
soon be riding in the University Forest.
The average trail is12 to15 feet wide when
"I'm thinking of forming a committee groomed. Maintenance of the trails is done in
sometime this fall before the snow," said part by UMaineForestry students. Tree branchSimpson."With all these interests, I'd like es spread over the paths, and in the winter the
to have a comprehensive plan and get repre- snow covers these branches, which causes

Sex Matters
JUST A REMINDER: NEXT WEEK IS
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK. BEST
WISHES TO THOSE FACULTY,STAFF,STUDENTS, AND ADMINISTRATORS WHO
SIGNED UP FOR THE "DRINK OUT.
Q: Does alcohol really have that
big of an effect on sex? First year,
Male
A: Alcohol is probably the best known
and most widely used drug. In Shakespeare's Macbeth, a character asks what
drinking causes and the porter replies,"it
provokes the desire but takes away the
performance." In small amounts it reduces sexual inhibitions but in large
amounts it leads to erection problems in
men and lack oforgasm in women. Even
a small amount can lead to temporary
dysfunction. Many a party-goer has been
dismayed to find their performance less
than usual after an evening of heavy

clumping on the trails. Simpson said that it is
necessary to trim the branches because uneven
trails make skiing difficult.
Thad Dwyer, Assistant Director of the
UMaine Recreational Sports department,
oversees the ski trails.
"A few students are paid with a stipend,"
said Dwyer,"and they help groom the trails."
The students use a groomer to pack down
the snow. The groomer is similar in size to a
snowmobile, and must be driven over each
part of the trail more than once, because of
the trails are wide.

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D

drinking. On a more serious note, when
someone has been drinking, and especially when both partners have been drinking,communication and safer sex tend to
"go out the window." With so many
serious sexually transmitted diseases
around, that's a high price to pay for
having sex when you're drunk.
Q: I've been sort ofseeing this guy
for a while. I had been seeing him last
year,but we decided to break it offfor
the summer. I hadn't planned on seeing him this year as anything other
than friends. But when I first saw him
in September, I was still attracted to
him. I wouldn't even classify our relationship as dating - we just have sex.
That's not at all what I want. I tried
talking to him a little last year about
what I wanted but it didn't do any
good. It's either his way or no way.

I'm almost positive that all he wants is
sex, but!want something more. Lately I've been thinking a lot about my
past relationships and I've been feeling very regretful. I don't know what
to do. Female,Junior
A: As you describe this relationship,
I find it difficult to imagine what real
satisfactions and joys there can be for
you in this. You say,"Its either his way
or no way," indicating your relationship
is on his terms only. What about your
terms? You also state,"That's not at all
what I want." So why continue the relationship? How about making YOU a
priority. A good relationship is a relationship of equals - both of whom care
about and respect the well-being of the
other. The relationship you describe
sounds very superficial. It sounds like
you're looking for something different -

a relationship with some depth or real
intimacy - and you're notfinding it in this
one. You may want to consider ending
this relationship and seeking one that is
more in line with your own interests and
desires. Before entering a new relationship, I would suggest you spend some
time thinking about what you really want
in a relationship with another person. It's
important that we think through our dream
about what makes a love relationship then maybe it can become a reality.
Sandra L Caron is an Associate Professor of Family Relations/Human Sexuality in the College of Education &
Human Development; she teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality in the spring
semester. Questionsfor Dr. Caron can
be sent directly to her at The Maine
Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copyright
Sandra L Caron 1997

Open Forum
for the Memorial Union Addition/Renovation
Need You!
And

Your

Input!

at an Open Forum to discuss the Conceptual Draft Report
for the Memorial Union Addition/Renovation.
Your Dollars Are At Work and We Welcome Your Comments.
Does this Conceptual Design meet Your Needs For Today And Tomorrow?
Let Us Know!

4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 22
in the Damn Yankee
Copies of the report can be found on First Class in the "Campus Activities" folder under New Union Plan" or can be picked up in the Memorial Union: Information
Center, Student Government
Office, or the Association of Graduate Students Office. Also, copies may be picked up in the Graduate Center in Estabrooke Hall.
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Homecoming

from page 1
her complaints about the position.
"I considered it an honor until I realized
you don't get to do anything and there's no
recognition,"said Bocchieri."I did nothing.
I won and did nothing."
She said that besides being asked for the
crown back, no one ever said a word about
the position after the ceremony. There was
no mention of it or anything she should do.
"I think it's such a joke. I can honestly
say I'm very disappointed with the whole
experience," said Bocchieri.

pus. They might have other duties, such as
attending social functions to represent the
student body, if UMaine's president wants
to utilize them in this manner, said Dysart.
Cosgrovejoked,"I imagine!would have
to polish my tiara occasionally."
Lindsey Bocchieri, last year's Homecoming Queen, would tell Cosgrove not to
worry about that. Bocchieri was asked to
return her crown within the week ofwinning
as the crowns are reused year to year. However, returning her crown was the least of

• Accident

Triple fatality result of high speeds
PORTLAND(AP)— Alcohol was not
a factor in a high-speed chase and crash
Saturday that killed an 18-year-old high
school student and an Indiana couple,
state police said Thursday.
Blood tests on the body of Joshua
Williams came back negative for alcohol, and drug tests were not planned, said
Steve McCausland, spokesman for the
state Department of Public Safety.
"There was no sign of drugs or alcohol in the car," McCausland said. "It
appears unlikely that police will be able
to make a final determination on why
Williams chose the actions he did in eluding a Cumberland County Deputy and
crashing his car into a van, killing its two
occupants."
Richard and Phyllis Ham,both 58 and
of Indianapolis, were killed in the crash,
along with Williams.
The investigation should be completed by next week, McCausland said.
Meanwhile, the Cumberland County
Sheriff's Department on Wednesday released taped recordings of conversations
between a dispatcher and two deputies

who followed Williams before the accident in Standish.
Minutes before Williams crashed his
car into a van, an officer chasing him
decided to back off because Williams
was driving out of control.
After unsuccessfully trying to stop
Williams, Joyce chased him 10 miles
down Route 35, his siren blaring. He told
the dispatcher Williams was weaving in
and out of traffic. "I'm gonna' be backing down a little because he's passing
cars on a hill," Joyce said.
Over the next several minutes, deputies
tried unsuccessfully to find a state police
trooper who could lay a spiked mat over
Route 35 at the intersection with Route 25.
The mats are used by police to deflate the
tires of cars fleeing from police.
As the chase continued, Joyce lost
sight of Williams' Mazda as it went
over a hill near the intersection with
Route 25.
Then he saw a plume of dust and debris rising into the air. Seconds later,
police reported seeing an accident with
injuries, and two vehicles on fire.

V\J

1997 Homecoming queen candidates (left to right) Tricia Cosgrove, 97;
Jennifer Moffitt,'98; Caroline Sheffield,'98.(Courtesy photos.)

Open You may learn something about yourself
your mina
The Maine Campus

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

UM'
Homecoming Drink Specials
prizes, giveaways

Don't let your

NOTE POTATOES

FOR SALE
$6 per 50
Pound Bag

Rogers Farm
Bennoch Road

Senior Year
be a

Old Town
827-4695

diet somebody say

blur
Get involved!

FREE LARGE FRENCH FRIES WITH
THE PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE
SANDWICH

Good at:
758 Stillwater Ave
Old Town ME

When you buy
any large
sandwich we'll
treat you to a
free large order
of French Fries.

Limit one per
customer, per visit.
Expires Nov.2

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER!!

I.

For interested Juniors and Seniors,
the first meeting will be on
Tuesday,October list at
6:30 pm in the Bear's Den.
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Border law stifles economy
n an attempt to stem the tide of
illegal immigrants entering the
United States, Congress passed the
Immigration Reform and Immigration
Responsibility Act in 1996. The law
requires checks on cross-border traffic
and is designed to discourage the desperate thousands who flee across the
Mexican border into California or Texas.
Southern states have felt the effects
of a swelling illegal immigrant population, an economic drain to public assistance programs, the need for increased
border patrol personnel, and a burgeoning illegal drug trade that often accompanies open border situations. Lawmakers from these states have a legitimate
concern for their citizens, and the public is willing to forgo convenience in
legitimate border crossings to safeguard
its local economy.
Therefore, Congress has mandated
immigration agents track each foreign
citizen who enters the country, creating
a delay while the required paperwork is
completed. Sen. Spencer Abraham, RMichigan, has estimated that the validation process could result in a delay of
nearly 17 hours for each hours' worth
of cross-border traffic.

1

As Sen.Susan Collins has pointed out,
Maine's border situation is worlds away
from the southwestern immigration war.
Canadians do not forge the Saint John
under the cloak of darkness in search of
personal liberty and minimum wage.
In fact, many Canadians who are eager to escape high provincial sales taxes
flock to Wal-Mart or the Aroostook Centre Mall for weekly shopping excursions
and contribute a substantial amount to
Aroostook's economy. The 500 miles of
border that Maine shares with Canada
include more than a dozen border crossings which rank among the world's most
open,allowing New Brunswick residents
to visit Maine with ease and distribute
their dollars from Calais to Fort Kent.
The junior senator from Maine did
right by her state in defending the unique
border situation that has been created
through years of international cooperation. It is essential to the economic future of states bordering Canada that the
federal government consider the states'
dependence on Canadian consumers
when it makes broad laws and regulations affecting immigration and trade.
Exempting states bordering Canada
from unnecessary cross-border checks
would be a start.

Geddy's lowers the bar
eddy's, the famous and popular gathering place for university students, and the only
dance club in the area for underage
people to go, has not closed. The club's
advertising that it was closing was indeed a tactic to get more customers to
pack the house and pack the coffers.
Many people went to Geddy's last
Thursday because they wanted to say they
were there on the very last night. Many —
who had never been there before — went
just to say they had gone. This seems to
be the response the club wanted, and it
worked; Geddy's was packed on "closing" night.
Businesses frequently use advertising
tactics to make more money, but Geddy's went too far by claiming it was holding a "Final Blowout." If Geddy's needs
more money badly, it should consider

G

other advertising tactics that have a lasting effect.The owner,Arthur Davis,could
spring for a much needed renovation to
bring the bar up to par with his Geddy's
establishment in Bar Harbor,or look into
different specials for students.
Geddy's employees were understandably told not to commenton the status ofthe
club, otherwise the hoax would be ruined.
Even Davis was unwilling to publicly speak
about whether the club was going to close
permanently. To be close-mouthed about
its intentions to university students while
trying to attract them is bad form.
Perhaps Geddy's continued practices
will engender some welcome competition on the Orono night-life circuit. It's a
long shot, but maybe a new club will
burst onto the scene and give those people who were upset at having been fooled
someplace to patronize.
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All rodents aren't
created equal
I was lying on my couch reading a
book the other evening when I heard it.
Scratch, rustle..,scratch, scratch. Something BIG was settling in for the winter
— in my living room wall. I lay paralyzed for a minute, waiting for the woolly creature to burst through and attack
me.
Fighting back the urge to wake up my
fiance, I walked closer to the noise. As
the claws rooted around in the wall's
insulation, I wanted to put my ear to the
wall, hoping I could identify the creature by its
scuttling
noises.("Hi,
don't worry,
I'm just Fred
the mouse.")
I felt like I
was on safari in my own living room.
Ultimately, I was too chicken to do it,
afraid the thing would spring out alienstyle through the plaster board and gouge
my eyeballs.
After a few minutes, the clawing
stopped and I resumed reading my book,
on animal rights, and wondering if I
should kill whatever was behind the

By Kathryn
Ritchie

wall.
Now I'm not normally a violent person, but I do feel strongly about my personal space. I don't agree with hunting,
I brake for every animal that wants to
cross the road and I leave little pieces of
bread out in the winter for birds. I do,
however, draw the line at coexisting with
rodents. They're notorious for not paying rent on time, eating all your food
and leaving the toilet seat up. And besides, they're unsanitary. You never
know where their little mouths have
been.
I am having a tough time with this
decision because I don't know exactly
what's behind the wall. Somehow I
wouldn't mind it as much if I had a
fluffy-tailed squirrel family living in my
home's eves and walls. I love to watch
the squirrels bound around campus, storing their nuts for winter. It would be
cute to imagine the little balls of fur
curling up and hibernating in the walls
for the winter.

The alternative to squirrels does send
shivers up my spine. A gaggle of drooling mice, on the other hand, is not such a
pretty thing to imagine just feet from me
and my loved ones.
If I hold true to my zero-tolerancefor-rodents policy, then I now have to
decide how to get rid of the pests. Do I
call the Orkin man? Do I set up "safe
traps" in the walls and release the rodents into
nature a
few miles
from my
home (so
they can infest someone else's
home)?
As my
environmental ethics textbook reminds
me, all animals have rights that
shouldn't be violated just for human
squeamishness. I truly do feel for these
animals. They are just making a home
to protect their family against the elements. If I were a rodent, I would probably seek a free, warm home, and I'd
probably be pissed if someone tried to
kill me for doing so.
Both of my trusty cats have promised
to take care of the situation, though I
have little faith in them. The cat that
stays indoors all day has taken an avid
interest in the wall situation. For a month
she has been staring at a different wall
for no apparent reason. She probably
feels redeemed now that I know what
her nightly vigils are about. But although
she has the curiosity of 1,000 cats, she
has no motivation. This summer she
watched many an ant march across the
kitchen floor and failed to destroy them
cat-like.
The neighbors with whom we share
the house have resigned to dealing with
the scurrying of little feet in our home.
I've decided to let the creatures live —
for now. But if they step one foot inside
my living space, they're toast.
Kathryn Ritchie is a senior journalism major and is the city editor for The
Maine Campus.
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aine voters will have
an opportunity to right
a blatant injustice
when they go to the polls Nov.4.
Question 5 on the state ballot asks
voters whether they favor amending the state constitution to allow people who are under guardianship for mental illness the right
to vote.
In general, people under guardianship have mental retardation or
a mental illness. Ofthese two categories, only people who are under
guardianship because they have a
mental illness are prohibited from
voting.
Although there is no organized
opposition to Question 5, opponents, such as Rep. Vaughn Sted-
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Maine roots resist city lure
hile the other neighborhood children were
gleefully playing Barbie or Tonka trucks, my brother
and I spent countless hours when
we were little staging a musical
production of "Peter Pan" in our
basement or dramatically recreating an escape from communist
East Germany in the potato fields
flanking our home.
As we snaked barefoot through
the witches' caps and cattails,imaginary police dogs in hot pursuit, we
had a sense of the great big world

W

lege education and an adult life in
a distant city. In typical fashion,
my younger sibling was the first to
strike out on his own, enrolling at
Emerson College in Boston this fall
to pursue an acting career.
I jealously listened to him recount his Boston adventures with
each anxiously-awaited phone call
since September, and I longed to
experience his urban life. The extended Columbus Day weekend

By Misty
Edgecomb
beyond Aroostook County and
knew that we desperately wanted
to be a part of it.
As we've grown, he and I have
forged a close friendship based
on shared interests in art, history
and literature which often kept us
distant from our monster-truckloving peers. He knows my hopes
and dreams for life because they
are also his. We've shared many
of the same formative experiences: the first thrilling moments of
thundering bass notes after the
curtain rises to expose the Phantom of the Opera in his lair, the
breathtaking view ofParis sprawling over the landscape to the horizon from atop the Arc de Triomphe on a clear winter morning
and the ageless power of the written word.
The few tastes of the greater
world that our parents and high
school were able to provide created an insatiable thirst for experience, so my brother and I never
doubted the eventuality of a col-

Give mentally ill
voting rights

provided a perfect opportunity, so
I boarded a bus and headed south
for a few days of culture and excitement. Plans had been set for
weeks — theater, dining somewhere
with real linens, a trip to the Museum of Fine Arts — we were determined to try out the cosmopolitan
lifestyle that we so desired for our
futures.
I tried to be sophisticated and
worldly when we dressed up to
shop on Newberry Street, and confidently walked by street vendors
as my brother's friend hissed in
my ear, "Whatever you do, don't
make eye contact." Despite my best
efforts, though, the Arrnani salespeople still intimidated me, and I
couldn't resist gazing up at the Hancock Tower in amazement from
time to time.
Sunday, I dragged my brother
from store to store in search of the
perfect outfit, and grew increasingly irritated with the crowds at
each successive boutique. I, the girl
who intentionally shops on Christ-

mas Eve, was so overwhelmed by
the stress ofFilene's Basement that
I either had to leave the store or lie
down in the middle ofthe floor and
scream to release the tension.
A loud jostling mass of shoppers
overflowed every corner of the
building and spilled out into the
street above, clogging the sidewalk
and wandering into traffic. There is
an ironic loneliness to a congested
city street and it was depressing for
me to realize that among the thousands ofsouls sharing the sidewalk,
no one knew or cared what any other individual was doing.
Since childhood, I had been seduced by the glamorous images of
city life reflected in the glossy pages of Vogue and Mirabella. I believed that my adult life couldn't be
complete without bustling streets
and nights at the opera.I was wrong.
As we grow older, both my
brother and I are realizing that our
roots run deep in Maine's rocky
soil, and that we can't be completely happy separated from its
gray sea and green firs. We had a
wonderful three-day adventure in
the city, a whirlwind of new experiences and exciting sights, but I
arrived home Monday financially
and emotionally drained.
For all its glitter and pretension, Newberry Street could never
compare to a peaceful two-lane
Maine route where you can stop
your car in the middle of the road
to have a nice long chat with a
friendly neighbor. I still hope for
"La Boheme" now and then, but
on a daily basis, a serene life in
small-town Maine miles from any
subway station promises a wonderfully exciting future.
Misty Edgecomb is a junior
journalism and natural resources,
and is the news editor for The
Maine Campus.

dum question,for every office?
It's not unheard offor legislators
to vote for and against bills based
solely on which party drafted the
bill. Citizens routinely vote for candidates based on the candidates' appearance. How irrational is that?
Of course, only a little more
than halfofeligible voters in Maine
even bother to vote.
What Question 5 comes down
to is whether the electorate is ignorant enough to continue blatant discrimination that serves no compelling interest. Joe Six-pack sits in his
trashy trailer down the road,guzzles
beer,doesn't watch the evening news

By Ryan
Robbins
man, R-Hartland, say that people
under guardianship for mental illness shouldn't be allowed to vote
because they lack the capacity to
make an informed decision.
"It seems to me like voting is an
important issue," Stedman told the
Bangor Daily News recently. "If
someone is not able to make decisions regarding life activities without help, then voting shouldn't be
allowed because they couldn't make
the decision without help."
OK,Mr.Stedman.Isuppose Gov.
Angus King and other high-ranking
officials shouldn't be allowed to vote
because they depend heavily on advisers in making decisions.
Proponents of the amendment,
such as Bangor Mental Health Institute patient advocate Richard
Roelofs, wonder what, if any, purpose is served by prohibiting people under guardianship for mental
illness from voting.
Being under guardianship because you have a mental illness
doesn't mean you're incapable of
making an informed decision at the
polls. People can be placed under
guardianship by the courts for several reasons, among them being
unable to manage finances properly. I know of lots of people who
shouldn't be allowed to own a credit
card, let alone a checkbook. Take a
look at how the government handles money.
If anything, people under guardianship for mental illness should be
allowed to vote. After all, the state
calls the shots in determining how
people with mental illness will be
treated.
Is there a person alive today who
has made an informed decision at the
polls every election for every referen-

and doesn'tread the newspaper.He's
not likely to vote. But he can if he
wants to,even ifhe has noidea what
he's doing when he completes the
arrow on the ballot.
On the other hand, David Borgmann, who lives in a South Portland group home, can't vote because he's under state guardianship for having a mental illness. It
doesn't matter thatBorgmann studied political science at MIT. It
doesn't matter that he and three of
his housemates were interested
enough in the political process that
they went to City Hall last fall to
register, only to be turned away.
Maine gave people under guardianship for mental retardation the
right to vote in 1965. Theoretically, a person with an IQ of 40 who
can't talk, can't read and doesn't
watch the news could walk into the
polls Nov.4 and vote.
The issue isn't really whether a
person can make an informed decision. If it were, perhaps we should
be required to take a testto see whether we know what voting yes on
referendum questions would mean
and what candidates stand for.
There should be no lines drawn
when it comes to who can vote.
Voting is a right, not a privilege.
Whatimminent doom could possibly befall us if the 50to 100 people
under guardianship in Maine for
mental illness were allowed to vote?
These people have done nothing
wrong. Like you and I, they are
trying to be productive members of
society. Vote"yes" on Question 5.
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjournalism and psychology major,
and is the opinion editorfor The
Maine Campus.
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For Friday, October 17
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Mars,
your ruling planet, aspects the Sun on your birthday this year. Although this is a positive sign, you
need to be careful. You may feel invincible, but
you know that is not the case. Moderation in everything will keep you out of trouble.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): If you feel
tired today, stop what you are doing. You may be
tempted to work through the fatigue, but that will
only make matters worse. Your body is telling you
that it needs a break — not more of the same.
Whatever you are involved in, it can wait if you
want it to.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): "If it feels
right, do it" is a philosophy that has served you
well down the years. But you don't always apply it
the other way round and have been known to get
involved in things you instinctively know are
wrong. Your motto today should be: "If it doesn't
feel right, run a mile!"
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Does it feel as
if you are washing windows on the side of a high
rise? Does the thought that you could slip and fall
off at any moment excite you or alarm you? It
probably does both but today. It might be wise to
wear a safety harness —just in case.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Planetary activity makes you assertive, even aggressive. Other
aspects makes you impatient of those who move
slower than you. Can you see an accident looming? It may not be an accident ofthe physical kind,
but it could still prove disastrous. Slow down;
you've got nothing to prove.
LEO (July 23- Aug.22): There is something
you want to do that will cost you more than you
know you can afford. Should you do it anyway
and put yourself in debt? or should you resist
temptation and make yourself miserable? Think
about it for a couple of seconds, then do what
makes you happy. Money isn't everything.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): Don't worry too
much ifsomeone keeps telling you that your dreams
are too grand for someone of your modest means
and station. It suggests that person believes you
might actually make it. And if that person believes
you can make it, you must believe it too. You must
realize how close you are to your goal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): If yesterday's
planetary activity coincided with an emotional problem, you probably woke up this morning with the
feeling that you don't want to face the world. If
you carry that attitude throughout the day, the
world won't want to face you either. Lighten up,
it's a passing phase.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): If you find
that the harder you work at something the more
difficult it becomes today, then give up on it for a
few hours until you are more in the mood.Do what
you enjoy doing first and do the rest later — it will
work better that way.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21):There is
a right way and a wrong way to get something
done today. The right way is to be patient and let
things develop at their natural pace. The wrong
way is to force the issue and cause more problems
than you solve. It's results that count — looking
good means nothing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): There is
so much you want to do,so many dreams you want
to come true, that you are constantly watching the
clock and worrying that time is running out. You're
wrong, it isn't — it just seems that way because
nothing is going right at the moment. Give it time:
There is plenty to spare.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Fate has a
strange way of balancing things out. If we get
overconfident, a setback will bring us down to
earth. If it all gets to be too much, we get a lucky
break. Whichever one of these extremes applies to
you today,fate will step in and redress the balance.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): If you take out
your frustrations on those who don't deserve it
today, you must expect to get it back — with interest. Planetary activity warns you not to take anyone
for granted. The people you least expect to defend
themselves are the people you most need to fear.
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By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, October 18
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
find it hard to resist a challenge. If someone
dares you to put your money where your mouth
is, you won't hesitate to take the risk. You wanted to do it anyway; you simply needed someone
to give you a little push. Let's hope it's worth it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The quickest route to a destination isn't always the best
route. With that thought in mind, don't rush to
where you are going today. Take your time and
take note of what you see along the way. Something will catch your eye, something you can
use to improve your financial situation.
TAURUS (April 0 - May 20): You may
attempt something so outrageous today that those
who know you fear for your safety. They need
not worry: It is just one of those flashes of
lunatic behavior they every Taurean is prone to
occasionally. You will come through unscathed.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Someone
will give you good advice today — and you will
refuse to take it. You know that person is right,
but your obstinate nature won't let you admit it.
No doubt, the moment that person looks the
other way, you will do exactly what was suggested.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may
think you can do three things at once. For a
while you may make a pretty god job of it, but
once you start to make mistakes they will come
thick and fast. There is one thing you know you
can do better than anyone else: Concentrate on
that and you will always be No. 1.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): How you deal
with people in authority is important today. Don't
brag that you can do something unless you are
certain that you can deliver. If you, in turn, are
relying on someone else, make sure that person
knows what it is you want. If he/she gets it
wrong, it is you who will suffer.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You love
proving the experts wrong, but don't be too
eager to point out their mistakes today or your
remarks could backfire. Planetary activity suggests you don't really know what you think you
know -- and others know it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may not
believe what you hear today, but you will enjoy
it all the same. Be careful if you decide to pass
this information on to a third party. If the news
gets back to the person you have been gossiping
about, it could be embarrassing for both of you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Sudden
changes will catch you by surprise this morning,
and you will find yourself hanging on to the
coattails of someone who appears to know what
is going on. By midday, however, you will be
having doubts. By this evening you will be on
your own again — and better off for it.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): Some
things are worth worrying about; other things
are not worth thinking about. How do you tell
the difference? Aspects suggest that what you
are worrying about is irrelevant and what you
won't think about is, in fact, hugely important.
Don't worry about it but work out what it could
be.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
know what you want, but you don't know how
to get it — what a frustrating position to be in.
Everything changes with time, but can you afford to wait? Yes. In fact, you will be glad you
did when something even better comes along.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You have
a knack for finding others' weak spots. Today
you won't hesitate to use what you know to put
pressure on a competitor. But before you do; ask
yourself this: What does that person know about
you? It might be wise not to invite retaliation.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): When you
feel threatened, you hit back with everything
you've got. Your best weapon is your tongue;
make sure you have chosen the right target. Are
you really under attack? There are no blackand-white areas today, only shades of gray. Be
careful whom you upset.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Cleopatra's love
— Antony
5 Dressed like
Dracula
10 Frozen waffle
brand
14 Controversial
orchard spray
15 Open-mouthed
of Arc
16
17 Coffee, slangily
18 Half note
19 Roof's edge
20 Post-Derby
interview spot
23 Camel rival
24L-1011,e.g.
25 Sign after
Aquarius
28 Land bordered
by the Mekong

30 Beanie
33 With 54-Across,
a Revolutionary
hero
34 Algebra or trig
35 Scarlett's estate
38 1965 Gary
Lewis and the
Playboys hit
39 Four-star review
40 Andy of the
comics
41 Otherworldly
42 Neighbor of
Wyo.
43 Reps.'
opponents
44 Parts of acts
os The "L" of L.A.
46 Dullsville
47 Flabbergast
53 Freq. quotation
attribution

so See 33-Across
55 Mormon state
57
-deaf
58 For rent
59 Recipe directive
so Washstand
vessel
si Mild oath
62 Many millennia

No.0818

MIME MOUE MEM
MINIM MEM WM
MUM MN= WNW
WOMMEMOM
INIMM
23

WWI= MIMI WNW
WM= MEI MIMI
I Capt.'s better
ilMINIMEMMOMMOMME
2"There oughta
be
!"
WM= MOM MN=
3 Sitarist Shankar
4 Engine housing MOM 11111. WM=
5 Relief carvings
I. MIR
If I Had
dAMMINIMMOMMEN
Like You"(1925
hit)
MIME MOM
7 Opposites of a MOM
39-Across
WM WM= AM=
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 8 Many a Cecil B.
De Mille film
AM= MOM AM=
Puzds by Joel D. Litargue
U00 MOB =MOM 9 Large bottle
DOWN

OEM DODO 000=0 10 Tape deck
01110 VEIMM OBOUBB button
OBM 000M MODEM II Hockey score
0000 OM MOGGOO 12 Contributed
DOMUOM MODUODMO iS"My — and
OGUMGOOD
Only"
OBEIMBOODUOM
21 Immensely
0000000U 22 Legal matter
DERIDOMUB MUMS 25
OMMUUB MD M000 item)dish (lab
OMMOOD 00M0 MOU n" toBe
WOMODU ODOM UUM You"
[MUM UM= 0012 27 Hindu Trinity
0000U0 DOM 0011 member

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

28 Reading ights
29 Sitting on
30 Stone mound
st 70's sitcom
32 Capitol Hill
gofers
34 Sir's partner
35 Branch office?
37 Emulate
Oksana Baiul
34 Stick-on
43 Bespectacled
dwarf
44 Viewpoints

45 Hardly a
partygoer
46 Animal variety
47 Comprehend
of the
48
above
49 Whip

so Stewpot
mDiroctor
Preminger
52 Excedrin target
53 Had a hero?
56 Action film
"48
"

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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St le and the Arts
• At bookstores

Unique perspectives offered in 'Staring'
"A great deal of time was spent reading, I
wanted to make a book that was strong
Maine Campus staff
literature,and to worry about any message
A culture is defined by the literature it later."
"Staring Back" is the latest work from
produces. As a minority group, people
whose disability stemsfrom missing
Fries,
with disabilities have historically been
bones
in his feet. Fries writes honestly and
defined by what non-disabled people have
openly
in his 1996 book "Body, Rememwritten or spoken about them.
ber"
about
the struggles he felt as a person
people
with
literature
of
Recently, the
is
not
only disabled but gay. Fries is
who
spotlight
of
in
the
has
been
disabilities
promoting
the book heavily, with a book
with
the
Oscar-winning
culture
popular
film "Breathing Lessons" by Mark tour that begins soon and will hit Boston
O'Brien,and with "Moving Violations," a on November 20.
"I hope the book can be used as a
memoir by John Hockenberry.
The writings of O'Brien and Hocken- textbook for a disability studies class,"
berry, and more than 30 other writers are Fries said."Hopefully people will be comfeatured in a new anthology, titled "Star- pelled to read an anthology completely
ing Back: The Disability Experience from written and edited by writers with disabilthe Inside Out." The book is published by ities."
"Staring Back"covers a broad range of
Plume books.
Fries came up with the idea of an an- writing, including nonfiction, poetry,ficthology after attending a forum on disabil- tion and drama. The writers have a diversity of physical disabilities and present a
ity and performance art in 1994.
"I put out a call for submissions," Fries wide spectrum of perspectives.
One of the contributors, Jean Stewart,
said in a phone call from his home in
Northampton,Mass.,Thursday afternoon. who lives in Northern California, used to

By Mike Reynolds

work at the University of Maine in the
Department of Botany.
In 1970,Stewartformed a writers group
at UMaine"which lasted for several years."
Stewart said from her home in California. "It was a small group of students and
faculty," said Stewert from her home in
California. Steve King was in it before he
got his first story published.Burton Hatlen
was very active as well as Jim Bishop."
Stephen King's future wife, Tabitha
Spruce, was a member of the group as
well.
"I just received my copy (of "Staring
Back") yesterday, but it looks wonderful,
the book covers a lot of territory," Stewart
said.
Stewert submitted a work offiction for
the anthology. Her story,"The Interview,"
deals with the process of interviewing a
prospective personal care attendant.
The book has many authors Stewart
knew and respected.
"I really enjoy Adrienne Rich. She
speaks her beliefs clearly," Stewart said.
Rich publicly refused an award she

ANCIRE EIHOUS
STANLEY LKIN
ANNE FINGER
LUCY CREALY
MARILYN HACKER
JOiN HOCHENSERRY
VIi EHTA
ARRIENNE RICH
API; 5* Onttit .4.115U8S 'NM, 2

was to be given by President Clinton. Rich
has an excerpt from her work "Contradictions: Tracking Poems."
See Staring page 11

•In theaters

'Seven Years' a movie that had to be made
By Greg Dowling

Annaud, working from a brilliantly written
script by Oscar-nominated screenwriter
Becky Johnston ("The Prince of Tides"),
"Seven Years In Tibet," the new film makes the film a truly spiritual journey, but
from French director Jean-Jacques Annaud without degenerating into didactic absurdi("Quest For Fire,""The Lover"), is an epic ties or cliches. He is one of the few directors
and lavish tale based on the true story of the who realizes just as much can be said with
seven years spentin Tibet by famous Austri- silence as with a speech. He allows the story
an mountaineer,Heinrich Harrer(Brad Pitt). to come alive. Directors often make period
The novel has received so much praise as a stories such as this overly somber, dreary
truly spiritual story,that it was only a matter and humorless for fear that it will undermine
of time before this film was brought to life. the dramatic aspects of the story, but AnThe story opens with Harrer setting out naud doesn't make this mistake.
to climb Nanga Parbat, one of the highest
The scene in which Harrer meets the
peaks in the Himalayas. Harrer left his preg- young Dalai Lama for the first time is an
nant wife behind because he didn't want to excellentexample.The boy's mother stoicalbe burdened with the responsibilities ofadult- ly goes over all the protocol used in the
hood. He felt he still had adventures he presence of the Dalai Lama with Harrer. He
needed to pursue, and marriage and father- cannot look him in the eye, turn his back to
hood didn't fit into the equation. Not long him, sit higher than he is, or touch him,
after Harrer set out on his trek with his among other things. Harrer goes in and bows
countryman, Peter Aufschnaiter (David respectfully and the Dalai Lama (an eightThewlis of "Dragonheart"), World War II year-old boy) starts playing with Harrer's
broke out, leaving Harrer stranded essen- hair,laughing and smiling,chanting"Yellow
tially without country. He and Aufschnaiter head. Yellow head." Moments like this are
spent some time in a prison camp. After what makes the film as magical as it is.
esccaping, they ended up in the mysterious
The choice of an actor in this role is
city of Lhasa, Tibet, home of the Dalai critical for the film's effect, and Brad Pitt
Lama. Harrer, without a wife or a country, makes Harrer's metamorphosis look as
stayed for seven years, becoming close graceful and complete as a caterpillar befriends with the young Dalai Lama, as the coming a butterfly. Pitt is not an obvious
boy's tutor.
choice for the role, but he does a superb job.
Harrer is the very definition of childish He manages the Austrian accent very well,
arrogance. He still had all the restlessness and at the same time refracts Harrer's emoand egocentrism of young adolescent, and tional experiences with a fluid precision.
this often jeopardized his own survival and Pitt will most likely garner an Oscar nomithat ofhis friend,Aufschnaiter.However,as nation here, and it will be well-deserved.
he spent more and more time with the people Anyone who still feels he is unproven as an
of Lhasa, and with the exceedingly intelli- actor will be impressed with his outstanding
gent and spiritual Dalai Lama, he began to performance here.
learn selflessness and purpose. The years
The film is dazzling in all technical asHarrer spent in Tibet marked his transition pects.The costumes,sets and makeup are all
between the superficiality of youth to the flawless. The cinematography by Robert
wisdom of adulthood, a transition many Fraisse captures all the mythical and surreadults spend a lifetime trying to make.
See SEVEN page 11
"Seven Years in Tibet"is a moving film.
Maine Campus staff

The young Dalai Lama (Jamyang Wangchuk) meets Heinrich Harrer (Brad
Pitt)for the first time and is fascinated by his yellow hair.(Courtesy photo.)

From the home office at Beta Theta Pi
Top Ten worst things to say when you get caught cheating
10) Who are you, Dean Goody Two Shoes?
9)You've got to understand: There's no way I could keep 473 average on
my own.
know if this matters now,butshe didn't know the answer either.
8)yI
7) Yeah, you could punish me, but two.wrongs,don t make a right.
6)I wanted to talk to you anyway;this is nothing like the copy that I stole.
5)It's all a matter of opinion.I think reading the assigned text is a form
says
of cheating.
first.
I most certainly may write on my loafer.
4)The First Amendmentthat
She looked at mine
23)) rey0u familiar With the university's policy on binoculars in the
classroom? Me neither.
o If I get kicked out of school, can I have my activity fee back?
By Eric Simonds
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• James Michener

Staring

Off dialysis, author dies

Other writers are equally honored to being disabled and gay.
appear in the anthology. Mike Ervin, a
"I hope this helps people with disabilwriter and journalist from Chicago, ities realize that they are not isolated,"
thought "It was amazing" to be between Fries said."I never had this type of writwriters such as Stanley Elkin and Ann ing when I was growing up."
Finger, both of whom are noted for their
"Staring Back"is a wonderful volume
literature as it relates to people with dis- of art that is worthy of many hours of
abilities. Ervin is a regular contributor to uninterrupted reading.
"I hope this anthology will be viewed
several disability magazines.
The writers are some of the most elo- as disabled literature having credible litquent voices for the rights of people with erary value, not as therapy," Fries said.
disabilities. Jean Stewart is a pioneer in
There is no doubt that "Staring Back"
the area of rights of prisoners with dis- will be an anthology that will stand up to
abilities. Fries has a strong voice which any contemporary literature being pubtells the world about her experiences of lished today.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — James A.
Michener, who guided millions of readers
from the South Pacific to the fringes of
space in giant, best-selling novels, died
Thursday. He was 90.
Longtime friend and assistant John
Kings said the author died of renal failure
at his home in Austin. Michener last week
ordered doctors to disconnect him from
life-sustaining kidney dialysis.
"His loss will be great not only the
literary scene but to the many colleges he
has nurtured through the years and the
many thousands of people who feel he is
their friend," Kings said.
Michener's heralded writing career,
which spanned nearly 50 years, began in
his mid-life, with "Tales of the South
Pacific." The book, written during his
tour of duty with the Navy in World War
II won the Pulitzer Prize in 1948 and was
the basis for "South Pacific," a longrunning Broadway musical and later a
motion picture.
Michener then spent decades wandering the globe, from Japan and Korea to
Hungary, Hawaii, Afghanistan, Spain,
South Africa,Colorado,Israel,Chesapeake
Bay,Poland,Texas, Alaska and the Caribbean.
He wrote historical-geographic blockbusters, living in and absorbing the culture of the places of which he wrote. His
books argued for universal ideals: religious and racial tolerance, hard work and
self-reliance.
Before the Navy and his writing,
Michener taught at a prep school for two

years,then won a two-year grant for study
and travel in Europe. He did graduate
work at the University of St. Andrews in
Scotland,studied art in Siena,Italy, and in
London, and spent a winter in the Outer
Hebrides collecting folksongs.
He graduated with highest honors in
English from Swarthmore College in sub•
urban Philadelphia in 1929.
From 1933 to 1941, Michener taught
English at various schools including Harvard, taking time out to earn a master's
degree. He worked as an editor of educational books at Macmillan publishing
company in New York from 1941 until
his enlistment in the Navy the following
year.
He taught part time well into his 80s,at
the University of Texas and at Eckerd
College in St. Petersburg, Fla.
His work made Michener wealthy. He
donated $2 million to Swarthmore in 1984,
calling it payment back in interest for a
scholarship he got there, and then gave $5
million more in 1991. His and his wife's
gifts to the University of Texas over the
years totaled $44.2 million, including a
$15 million donation in 1992.
Michener made Austin his final home
after working on "Texas."
In 1996,Fortune magazine ranked him
among the nation'stop 25 philanthropists,
estimating he gave away $24 million in
that year alone.
"I am aware how tough it is to make a
living in the arts in the United States," he
said."I'm a nice guy.I don't give anyone
a rough time. I've had good luck."
Michener will be cremated and buried
along side his wife, Kings said.

from page 10

Seven

from page 10

alized landscapes that we only think exist in
dreams. As Harrer says in a voice-over,
"This land is filled with such strange beauty." This is how great photography can bring
a film to life,superbly accenting the spiritual
themes of the story.
Thescore,bythegreatJohn Williams("Jaws,"
"E.T.,""Star Wars"),is beautiful without being
overwhelming. He works.the music into the
sounds of the film. It's as if the landscapes and
mountains have their own music.
The film does have a few flaws, the first
of which has to do with the recent discovery
of information that Harrer did, in fact, belong to the Nazi Party. This information
came after thefilm was in production,butthe
film addresses it, as Harrer did publicly, by
saying the reason he was a member was so he
could extend his traveling freedom. While
this is certainly plausible,it casts a haze over
the film that slightly dulls the impact.
The other problem is in the last scene of
the film. Harrer needed to be in the story

more, but I believe that choppy editing is to
blame here. He seems to drop from the
events, which I realize is for the purpose of
giving us the necessary exposition. However, I still would have liked to have known
Harrer's reaction to the goings-on,especially when the military threat to Lhasa became
more and more imminent.
Those problems aside,"Seven Years In
Tibet" is a very powerful story. I found
Harrer's last scene with the Dalai Lama to
be the film's most moving,and it will bring
tears. to the eyes of even the most hardhearted. This scene is the one that climaxes
all the emotional and spiritual themes ofthe
film, and it's the one I will always remember. The story takes the audience away into
the mystical mountains of Tibet, and I believe audiences will fall in love with the
majestic locations and wonderfully complex characters. "Seven Years In Tibet" is
one of the best films of the year.

Grade: A

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
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Id VIE CITY CINEMAS
Center surround Sound
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krSunday Family Day All Shows= Day/Evening
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SL99 Mallwe(Wort SAO pm) SAT-SUN SAT-SUN 7 DAYS 7 DAYS 7 DAYS LAST
A WEEK A WEEK A WEEK SHOW
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Hercules
11:05 12:50
PG George ori& Jungle 11:10 1:00 2:50
Air Force One
5:25 7:45
9:55
Soul Food
11:00 1:10 3:20
5:10 7:25 9:45
The Game
The Full Monty
2:35 4:20 6:05 7:50 9:35

MIAMI NORTH COMPLEX
36 Pool Tables Indoor Goff• Arcade • Sports Lounge
12 TV • Great Food • Pizza • Bu ers • Refreshments
EXIT
45B

942-7611

208 Odlin Rd.
BANGOR

GOOD FOOD 8. FRESH BEER
LOCATED Ill oRono PLAZA

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE PEACE STUDIES PROGRAM
PRESENTS A PEACE WEEK '97 SPECIAL EVENT

"ONE WORLD, READY OR NOT"
A PRESENTATION BY:
WILLIAM GREIDER
National Editor,
Rolling Stone Magazine

Bence Theatre of Harlem
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1997
7:00 PM
100 D.P. CORBETT BUSINESS
RECEPTION TO FOLLOW • FREE ADMISSION
For an informal discussion with this special guest,
we invite you to join us for a
BREAKFAST CONVERSATION WITH WILLIAM GREIDER
Tuesday,October 21 from 8:00-9:15 AM
Dexter Lounge, Alfond Arena

Saturday, October 18 at 8pm
DTH is a world-renwned,neo-classical company
that has set box office and attendance records
around the world. "One of ballets' most exciting
companies." The New York Times
$5 Student Rush Tickets on Sale Today
Bring your Maine Card and get your tickets
at the Box Office today. Open M-F 9am to
4pm. Rush tickets can be purchased during
regular hours and 90 minutes before the performance.
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• Football

Bears close curtain on Alumni Field
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff

"Guys like DC (Derek Carter) and JT
(John Tennett) will always have a special
place in my heart," said Cosgrove. "They
Alumni Field has has been home to the are the leaders of this class. They have seen
University of Maine football team for over the good and bad years, the highs and the
100 years. A chronicle within itself,the field lows. It is all about character."
has created memories, passed on legends
"These guys are special, no other class
and witnessed many unforgettable moments, has seen what they have seen."
When the Black Bears wrap up their
Senior wide receiver Rameek Wright
home schedule against winless Boston Uni- downplayed the antiquity of Alumni Field
versity tomorrow, it will close the door on and his last game in front of the Maine
Alumni Field, and open one to a new era.
faithful.
Groundwork for the much-anticipated
"I never really looked deep into the game
Morse Field will begin this fall. The new in the historical sense," said Wright. "My
stadium will feature astro-turf and an in- last home game? It's weird. I'll probably
creased seating capacity.
think about it at the end of the season, but
"I hadn't really thought about it," said right now,I haven't given it much thought."
Maine coach Jack Cosgrove. "Then someThe Bears are coming off an emotional
one told me, 'hey, this is the last game on victory over UConn last weekend in a game
Alumni Field.' There has been football labeled "the Comeback."Maine rallied from
played on that field for over 100 years.It has a 17 point deficit to come away with a 49-47
history."
triple overtime win.
History indeed. Perhaps equally impor"We have to come out and play after an
tant for Cosgrove, however, is the home emotionally draining and uplifting game,"
farewell to his senior class.
Cosgrove said. "Itis a very important game."
"This is really my first class," said CosBoston Universityentersthegamein search
grove. "Itechnically didn'trecruit these guys, for its first win ofthe season. The Terriers are
but they're a group of seniors who were so 0-3 in the conference and 0-5 overall.
instrumental in turning this program around."
Terrier head coach Tom Masella is in his
In Cosgrove's first three years as head second season in Boston and has fallen on
coach, the team compiled consecutive 3-8 hard times. During his tunure,BU has gone
seasons. The Bears turned the corner last 1-15,including an 0-2record against Maine.
year finishing the season 7-4.
"They haven't won a game yet so they

A look back: Alumni Field pre WWII.(Courtesy photo.)
want to come up here and get it," said
Wright."It should be a very physical game."
Offensively, the Terriers are led by running back Roger Harriot who has shouldered much of the load this season in the
back field. He has rushed for over600 yards
and is averaging close to six yards per carry.
With UConn chalking up over 200 yards
on the ground last weekend, Cosgrove said
his defense has to be ready to stop the run on
Homecoming weekend.
"Harriot is a great player with a lot of
speed and quickness,"said Cosgrove."Connecticut ran the ball against us so we need to
get our run defense going.
"BU used to be a run and shoot type
team, but now they have a more traditional

approach to the game."
Maine quarterback Mickey Fein threw
61 passes last weekend and set five school
records. However, Cosgrove would like to
utilize the running game to add balance in
their offensive scheme.
"Hopefully, we won't need to put the
ball up 61 times this weekend," said Cosgrove. "We want to play a high percentage
game and we'll have to run the football."
Alumni Field rests in its fading days of
existence. For the UMaine football team
and its class of seniors, it will stand for one
more game.
"It's our last game for our seniors, and
our last game at Alumni Field," said Cosgrove. "This one is important."

• Hockey

Nationally ranked teams clash in the Midwest
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff

big test for both clubs."
Minnesota opened their season with a 32exhibition defeat to the hands ofthe MichTwo of the nations elite will go head to igan Wolverines.
head this weekend when the number eight
"They have already played a game which
Black Bears invade the burrows ofthe num- could be a factor,"said coach Shawn Walsh.
ber seven Minnesota Golden Gophers.
"It will help them out early with their com"It's their home opener,and it's our first posure."
two games. Both teams want to get a win
Heading into the season the biggest quesunder their belts," said sophomore Univer- tion that engulfed the team centered around
sity of Maine goalie Alfie Michaud. "It the defense. The loss of perennial work
should be an intense series."
horses Jason Mansoff and Jeff Libby creat"We believe it will be a high tempo ed a void which Walsh hopes will be filled
series,"said Gopher head coach Doug Woog. tonight.
"It will be great for our fans, and it will be a
"They have great speed up front," said

Walsh."Our defense will be tested and we'll
have to pressure the puck. Both teams are
similar in terms of whomever can take advantage of the opposoing teams defenses
will win the game."
The Gophers are led up front by thirdteam WCHA selection Ryan Kraft. Kraft
led the Gophers in goals last year with 25
and the team went 14-2 when he scored a
goal.
Casey Hankinson,Reggie Berg and Dave
Spehar highlight the offensive threats for
the Gophers. The three combined for 115
points last year, providing a formidable
punch, which the Bears will have to find a
way to shut down.
"We'll be able to measure up quick,"
said Woog. "We have a lot of veteran
players."
"Whoever will win the one on one battles will win the game," said Maine forward
Marcus Gustafsson. "We have to focus on
our defense and try not to give them any
skating room."
Maine's last line of defense will be anchored by Michaud. The Saskatchewan,
Canada native will get the call in goal Friday
night.

"Alfie (Michaud) will go Friday," said
Walsh. "From there, we'll have to see how
it goes."
"I'll be ready," said Michaud. "I'll be
solid technically. Right now I am mentally
focused and Ijust want to go out and play."
Michaud iscoming offasuccessfulrookie
campaign last year. He recorded a 17-8-1
record with a 3.09 GAA.
With a year of college hockey on his
resume, Michaud says he learned from his
experiences last year. The biggest improvement he made rests in his head.
"I am more mature and I have more
games under my belt," said Michaud. "I
have picked things up from other goalies as
well."
"Last year, I put a lot of pressure on
myself, and now I am more relaxed,"
Michaud said. "I'll do whatever it takes to
stop the puck."
Although Michaud is currently in his
second season at Maine,he credits the playing time he received last year for fine tuning
his skills.
"Not to many freshman goaltenders get
See HOCKEY page 14

FROM THE DEN

T
The UMaine hockey team will look to put the squeeze on number seven
Minnesota this weekend.(Raynor file photo.)

oday marks the 30th anniversary of
Ahmed Hamid's hat trick against
Bates College, the first recorded hat
trick in the program's history. It would be
16 years before the feat was repeated.
Chris Newcomb did it twice during the
1983 season, scoring against Husson
Colege and NH College.
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• Field hockey

Hockey

DeLilli sparks Bears; Maine rolls

to play a lot ofgames," added Michaud. "In
fact, a lot ofthem don't get to play until their
sophomore season. I was fortunate to be in
the situation where I was last year."
The Black Bear defense is led by captain
Brian White,David Cullen,Jason Price and
Shawn Mansoff. Many of the newcomers
will look to contribute as well.
"Our defensive intensity will be the key
to the game," said White. "As a group, we
need to keep their scoring chances down,
and if we get in trouble, make sure we clear
the puck off the boards."
With an anticipated sell out crowd at the
Mariucci Arena and two perennial powers
butting heads, there remains but one thing
left to do. Drop the puck.
"They present a real test," remarked
Walsh. "Playing on the road in front of a

ond half.
URI had a goal in each half. Laura
Rust registered the first score late in the
pass.
While many teams say they like to first half from a Marcy Davidson
on
goal
second
the
take things "one game at a time", the Quinn Sitterly scored
minutes
five
under
University of Maine field hockey team a Rust assist with just
can hardly be blamed for taking the win- remaining in the game.
This weekend
less Rhode Island squad lightly.
Maine plays two of its last three conThe Black Bears did not lower themdurselves to their competition's level, dis- ference games at Hofstra and Drexel
These
weekend.
ng
Homecomi
this
patching the Rams 4-2 in Kingston, RI, ing
considering
on Wednesday afternoon. Dedra DeLilli will be especially important
top of divithe
at
teams
of
collection
the
led the team with two goals.
Goalkeeper Cindy Botett made eight sion.
Delaware and Northeastern have resaves on 13 shots for the Bears.
ned undefeated in the conference at
mai
With the win, Maine ups its record to
3-0 respectively. Boston Univerand
4-0
8-5 overall, and will stay on the road to
third place at 3-1 while Maine
in
is
sity
on
face America East opponents Hofstra
mark, good for fourth.
3-2
a
sports
Friday and Drexel Sunday.
out the league are 1-3 HofRounding
the
Rhode Island drops to 0-14 with
Both have lost four
Drexel.
1-4
and
stra
saves
24
defeat, with Jackie Pizzi making
games.
five
last
their
of
out
on 29 shots,
Hofstra is 7-6 overall, and are led by
DeLilli's goals were both unassisted,
Knoblich. The senior has 114
Jamie
half.
with one coming in each
points, 11 shy of setting the
career
pass
Spurting
Jeni Turner took a Heidi
mark for points in a career.
school
half
first
the
and knocked it home during
has seven goals and five asKnoblich
reHebert
Karen
for the Black Bears.
points this season, good for
for
19
sists
three
last
the
in
corded her fourth goal
games on an unassisted drive in the sec- tenth in the conference.
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff

•

from page 13
sold out, hostile crowd will be a challenge."
"Maine has been ranked as the best team
in the east," said Woog. "They were strong
down the stretch last year and are a very
quick team."
Paw Prints
Minnesota and Maine have not met since
the Black Bears immaculate 1993 season.
The Bears ended the Gophers season with a
6-2 win in the NCAA Quarterfinal round.
The Black Bears have never played in
the new Mariucci Arena.
Maine has won the last five meetings
over the Gophers and have gone 7-3 against
Minnesota in their last 10 games.The series
between the two schools stands at 7-7.
Lastseason,Minnesota was21-3 when they
led after one period of play. However, when
trailing after one, they were a lowly 5-8-1.

UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus
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LECTRICAL ENGINEERING•MECHANICAL ENGINEERING•MAT

TAKE TECHNOLOGY

111130o
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.
And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower—together,
Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
TI Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new
ground. Make their mark.
At Raytheon you'll take technology — and your career — to
the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be
visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office
now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 22, 1997.
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.
Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS
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ATHLETES
Black Bear quarogtegt Mickey Fein is
coming offone ofthe most impressive individual performances in Maine football history. He is this week's recipient of the
ECACs Gold Helmet Award.Although Fein
is accustomed to dropping the bomb, this
week we air it out on him
Name: Mickey Fein
Nickname: none
Born: 7/22/76
Sport/Position: Football/QB

Mickey Fein (File photo.)

Hometown/ High school:
Barnstable, MA
Family:
Father - Leo, Mother - Susan,
Brother - Shaun
Major:
Business
Mostmemorablemomentinsports:
Last week's win over UConn
What is your favorite facility to
play in?
Citrus Bowl
Wh,rico favorite city on
theiroad?
Boiston
fs yourFAWN*team to beat?
Worm
Nhatisyourfavoritepig-outfood?
Chips
Your favorite cereal?
Golden Grahams
Music group?
Pearl Jam
What is your favorite movie?
Star Wars
Favorite car?
,
4-Runner
I'd give anyth-ktvl meet:
Joe Montana
My friends thinkTam
Impatient
What do you want to do\when
you're older?
Coach football.

• Cross country

Invitational crowns champions
By Eden S. Hindley
Maine Campus staff
The UMaine women's cross country
team hosted the competitive Murray Keatinge Invitational this past weekend.
The competition was fierce and the race
proved to be intense.
"This was an excellent meet with high
caliber runners for our state to host," said
Coach Ann Maxim. "Our team set our goal
on UConn, and Holy Cross and we beat
them. I am very pleased."
The women fared well, finishing 10th
overall, and many of the UMaine runners
had personal bests for the 5K course.
Winning the race was three time AllAmerican Amy Skeiresz from the University of Arizona with a new course record of
16:32.9.She was the'96 MKIchampion and
broke her own course record.
Dartmouth took the team honors with
43 points with five runners placing in the
top 16. Senior Jenna Rogers, second place
overall, led the Dartmouth women.

Ball State University captured second
place with 58 points. The Cardinals edged
out nationally ranked Arizona.
Continuing to lead the Black Bears is
freshman Danielle Donovan who finished
51st with a blazing time of 19:05.9. Right
behind her was the Bears' Vanessa McGowan (59th place), who ran a personal best
time of 19:13.4.
Also placing well for Maine was freshman Nancy Towns(69th)who ran a P.R.of
19:24.9. Maggie Vandenberg ran an incredible race and finished 71st,taking more
than a minute off her best time. Her time
was 19:25.9.
Rounding out the top five for UMaine
was Addie Myrick who placed 76th with a
personal best time of 19:32.0.
This Friday the team will run in Boston
in the New England Championships at Franklin Park.
"This was a good meet to get the
women tuned up to race their best this
weekend at the New England Championships," said Maxim.

The Maine C
is looking for a copy editor.
Duties include pi.00fing stories and
working with section editors. Must have
knowledge of AP style, and preferably
have taken Copy Editing, JMC330.
Contact Paul Livingstone at 1-1271.
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Doors open - 7:00 pm
Welcome the 97-98 Teams

STUDENTS - FREE ADMISSION
with Student I.D. & Sports Pass
For more information: Call 581-BEAR

The Maine Campus, Friday, October 17, 1997

• Men's soccer

Bears entertain Huskies; conference play begins to heat up
"We can't let that get to us, that's just
how soccer is," said forward Ricky Brown.
Brown is second on the team in scoring
The conference clock continues to tick, behind Andy Gustaferro this season. Howas the UMaine men's soccer team looks to ever, the Black Bears have only scored 11
convert its bad fortune into a home victory, goals in nine games this season.
Brown concedes that the team needs to
when they entertain Northeastern Univerproduce on offense, but he says its just a
sity tomorrow.
"Every conference game is big," said matter of utilizing their opportunities.
"I don't know what we did to deserve
Maine freshman Aaron Benjamin. "With
bad luck," Brown said. I think this
such
the start of conference play we have been
is playing good soccer, we just have
team
changing our tactics."
advantage of our chances."
take
to
Both teams are in a position for a much
experiencing offensive woes,
Despite
needed win as Northeastern sits at 1-3-1
that the team will look to
said
Benjamin
while Maine is 1-3.
they haven't done
something
accomplish
is
which
winning
"We haven't been
lately.
are
we
"However,
tough," said Benjamin.
"I'd like to see us score the first goal,"
the type of team that doesn't get down."
Benjamin. "We've been giving it up
said
two
suffered
Bears
Black
the
Although
and we need to score that first one so
lately,
the
foes,
conference
to
weekend
losses last
the momentum."
have
we
weekend.
this
back
bounce
to
Bears will look
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
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HELP
WANTED

**EARN FREE TRIPS& CASH!**
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to
promote Spring Break 1998! Sell
15 trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can earn
a free trip over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan,Jamaica or Florida! North
America's largest student tour operator! Call Now! 1-800-838-6411
Female to be with 90yr. old female
2:30pm- 4:30pm- days vary. 9424720 after 6pm or leave message.
Earn MONEY and FREE Trips!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS
wanted to promte SPRING
BREAK!! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 Earn
$500- $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details- RUSH $1.00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE 6547 N.
ACADEMY BLVD. DEPT. N, COLORADO
SPRINGS, CO. 80918
**SPRING BREAK..take 2** Organize small group! Sell 15 take
2 free! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Fla., Barbados Padre. Free
Parties, Eats, Drinks. Sun Splash
1-800-426-7710.

FOR SALE

Winkel pointed out that while some
teams possess a consistent scoring threat,
the Black Bears have to rely on a new face
to step up each game.
We don't have anyone with the golden
touch this year," Winkel said.
Wednesday's matchup with Boston
University was postponed due to the lack
of a third referee. With the day off, the
team has had an extra day to reflect on the
opportunities they missed last weekend.
The guys were really hurt" said Brown.
"That was one of our best games of the
season. I think the team played great during the Drexel game. Everybody gave 100
percent but we came up empty."
Winkel says that a lack of aggression
has contributed to their absence lately in
the win column.
We weren't being dangerous at the
right time and that's been our theme,"

55
Yamaha accoust. guitar w/ access case strap picks tuner value
$550 sell @ $250 see James
14162 all new equip
Land 9 acres Stillwater 2 1/2 miles
from UMO wooded private soil
tested driveway surveyed $22900
BRO 827-7298
94 Sundance 4 dr at 35K. Trade
for 90-92 Full size p/u or suv with
80K or less Call Ross 945-5593
1989 Subaru Justy GL 4x468,000
mi., 5 speed, am/fm cass., A/C,
mint condition, $2250 obo 8662443 Bill
Suburu 4wd Id wgn great miles
some rust needs exhaust I need
$. $500 Call James 14162 or see
@ Theta Chi Apt. 3

The sisters of Delta Zeta want to
welcome you back and hope you
had a wonderful October break.

Phoenix Taekwondo. Tried the
rest? Now train with the best. Old
Town, Mon + Wed nites, 7:30- 9
pm. 827-5821.
APPLYING TO GRADUATE
SCHOOL? Learn more about it,
Thurs. Oct. 23 Bangor Lounge
Union. Call Career Ctr. 1359
Eggs N Alcohol and Bugs Bunny.
Does it get any better? Margarita's
7am- 10am Fri. Oct. 17th.

An independent contractor
needed to perform Visual Fox
Prow 5.0 Programming. Deadline and detail oriented person
should send resume to Information Analysis Network Corp. @ P.
0. Box 8117, Bangor, ME 04401
Snowboard,Ski or Bake in the
sun. Vermont, Colorado, Europe, Costa Rica, Cancun! Join
GET OUT ADVENTURE BREAKS,
AND GO FOR FREE! Call 1-800451-4574 or check out our
website: www.snowerents.com

Pre-paid phone cards! Best
prices!181/2 cents per minute
within USA.Also greatforeig n
rates. Available at Worde
Shoppe and Wadleighs near
Pizza Dome. Why pay more?
TRANSCRIPTIONIST I can do
your research tapes and other in
my home. UM References fur942-5457
nished.
NAEDM@AOL.COM

Clitcatitet 13cat
Truck for sale- 1989 Mazda
B2200 original bedliner
$2500 OBO 827-1927

1 EDS
PERSONALS

We clean Frat Houses
No job too dirtyCall Bangor 262-9738

Subway- Orono
Be the 1st person after 2pm to
come in with answer and win a
free footlong sub. Who's Presidential slogan was "Tippercanoe
and Tyler too?
18 Mill St.

MI S

Winkel said.
The sophomore stars are optimistic that
the team can turn things around, and they
will continue to search for the catalyst that
sparks their success.
We just need one little positive movement," Brown said."And that's a win. We
need to pull off that one big win."
Three straight America East losses has
the team backed into the conference ropes,
but Winkel claims that has not affected
their focus.
Everyone is pretty frustrated but when
it comes to game time this weekend we're
gonna be ready," Winkel said.

((( CHANGE THE WORLD ))))))
(((( INDEPENDENT PARTY )))))
((((345 STILLWATER 04489)))))
AAAHHH! Spring Break '98.
Guaranteed Best Prices to
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Group discounts &
Daily Free Drink Parties! Sell
Trips, Earn Cash, & Go Free! 18 0 0 - 2 3 4 - 7 0 0 7 .
www.endlesssummertours.com
stan, meet me on the mall at
midnight. we will makeout in the
moonlight.
Happy 2 Year Anniversary
Jess! I Love You. Jerry

To PLACE A
CLASSIFIEH
IN THE MAIN
CAMPUS c()ME
To
THE , TH
FLuuR
CHADBLURNE
HAL
Orono. Washburn Place Apts.
149 Park Street. Luxury 2 br
Townhouse. Close to campus.
Heat, water, sewer incl. No
pets. Sec. Dep.,lease req.$600
p/mth. Call 945-6955.
Room for rent kitchen priv all
util furn 240 mo tel 866 2449.
2-3 br apartments all or most utilities paid. $485-$650 827-3718.
Large Bedroom close to UM share
3 br apt. modern,clean, quiet. Pet
ok... double closet Pri- entrance.
827-6212

APARTMENTS
Tired of living on campus? Call
866-2875 to view Ig 2- bdrm apt,
heated, on bus rt. pets ok 339 So.
Main Old Town.
Large newly renovated bedroom with private entrance
in 3 br apt. close 2 closets
$250. mo all safe 827-6212
Private rooms on campus. Only
270/mo all util nc. Tim @ 8660283.

to benefit the
KPI Children's Hospital

Sattatciatt, itatVerngeit 8tit
9:00/arm tel. 1:00
+Rick CantraxsutAl,
AponAlteakett tgl

CaccEe

SMALL BEDROOM 4 RENT.$175.
MONTH ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. MODERN, CLEAN,
QUIET.CLOSE TO U M....827-6212
Large bedroom with 2 large
closets. Private entrance. Just
renovated...share kit + bath.
Pet ok Econ. 827-6212
$175.- month. small bedroom in
modern, clean, quiet townhouse
close to UM. All util. incl. Pet
OK....827-6212
Old Town area 4brs wsh dryer
pd heat water sewer spacious
kitchen close to UM storage
$800 month Call 827-9468

